WILDLIFE
MAASAI MARA, WILDLIFE CROSSOVER (2x52') - 4K
Director: Ronan Fournier-Christol
Producers & Broadcasters: Songes de Moai

In Kenya, the Maasai Mara National Reserve is world famous for the richness and density of its wildlife. The
great wildebeest migration rhythms the comings and goings of hundreds of thousands of herbivores, under
the watchful eyes of predators. This is where the great story of wildlife takes place, when preys and predators
meet and each encounter may determine their fate…

ANIMAL CONSTRUCTION (3x52') - 4K
Directors: Geoffroy de la Tullaye, Lucas Allain & Fréderic Febvre
Producers & Broadcasters: Docland Yard, Biglo productions, Arte

A series documenting animal genius and inventiveness in their building abilities and strategies. Discover how
they use incredible skills to build defensive or protective shelters. Their engineering know how seems endless!
Discover smart locking systems, megacities made of huge lofts structures and a few more surprising facts !

ANIMAL DEMOCRACY (2x52')
Director: Emma Baus
Producers & Broadcasters: Cocottes minutes, Rotating Planet, Arte

What if Greeks didn’t invent democracy? There are many animals to live in groups, but when it comes
to evolution, who guides the direction? Who decides where to place the nest? Who decides whether to
continue hunting or stop it? Shot in Botswana, France and England, in sumptuous animal reserves, “Animal
Democracy” presents the behavior of species that offer each individual the opportunity to express themselves
for the good of their community.

THE QUEST FOR NATURE (52') - 4K
Director: Jean-Charles Granjon
Producers & Broadcasters: BLUEARTH PRODUCTION / Ushuaïa TV/ Tudor/ Whipped Sea

Morgan Bourc’his, Free Diving World Champion, is concerned about the extent of human damage to the
planetary ecosystem. He travels to Norway’s Great North to reconnect with the wild.
In his quest for the ideal interaction with orcas and whales, he meets those who share the lives of these
animals. An intimate odyssey guides by the Sami’s spirituality as well as scientists.
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COSTA RICA: WILDLIFE UNDER THE RAINBOW (52') - 4K

Directors: Ronan Fournier-Christol
Producers & Broadcasters: Songes de Moai
The tropical climate and varied topography of the Costa Rica have fostered exceptional biodiversity, with wildlife from
both North and South America. From the peaks of volcanoes down to the Pacific and Caribbean shores, let’s discover
the life of 90 of the most remarkable mammals, beautiful birds, and astonishing reptiles…

UGANDA, THROUGH THE EYES OF A CHIMP (52' & 43') - 4K

Directors: Ronan Fournier-Christol
Producers & Broadcasters: Songes de Moai

Through the eyes of Toti, the leader of a chimpanzees clan, discover the remarkable nature of a little known
country of Equatorial Africa: Uganda.

www.terranoa.com - contact@terranoa.com

EXPEDITION ANTARCTICA (2x52' & 90' + VR 360°) - 4K
Director: Jérôme Bouvier
Producers & Broadcasters: Paprika Films/ Wild Touch/ Arte / Ushuaia TV
Experience in riveting 4K, a 360° immersive expedition in the most hostile and magic environment of the southern
hemisphere and discover the survivors of the cold and trailblazers of Evolution… Following extreme diver and biologists
Laurent Ballesta and acclaimed photographer Vincent Munier, experience the hardships of one of the deepest dive ever
made in the South Arctic and discover for the first time unexpected underwater oasis and a full scale Iceberg seen from
below. Join this award winning team and meet up with the top scientists working on site to witness and document the
changes happening in Antarctica.

WILD FRANCE (90') / TALES OF NATURE (10x52')
Directors: Frédéric Febvre & Augustin Viatte
Producers & Broadcasters: Gedeon Programmes/ Arte
For the first time on TV nature's odyssey unfolds its tales over 4 season covering all corners of the French territory.
Discover the subtle mechanisms that regulate the great clock of nature. A journey from the infinitely small to the infinitely
huge. Each ecosystem is the natural stage on which the thousand and one tales of biodiversity are played out. An
incredible range of interactions between species narrated in all their dramatic, playful and unusual dimensions, where
survival is the keyword. In this Wildlife series the viewers will learn how to observe life in Europe's typical ecosystems
- cliffs and the Atlantic ocean, dunes and estuaries, high mountains, forests, hedged farmland, marshes and wetlands,
peri-urban countryside, Mediterranean sea bottoms, scrublands, wild rivers...
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MADAGASCAR, GREEN TREASURES OF THE RED ISLAND (52')
Director: Ronan Fournier-Christol
Producer: Songes de Moai
Madagascar, is the World's 5th biggest island and shelters a unique fauna, endangered for most part. This film offers
unique insights into the most beautiful regions of this ecological treasure,and captures wildlife at its best, meeting with
the Indri, Greater bamboo lemur.

KINGS OF BAJA (52' & 45') - 4K
Director: Michaël Watchulonis
Producer: Montana Productions/ Baja Productions
There are few places on earth more forbidding and beautiful than Baja Mexico. 800 miles long and 10 million years
in the making, it is home to a punishing desert and the most diverse sea on the planet. Explore amazing ecosystems
in the Sea of Cortez and join the hunt with charismatic mega fauna such as sea lions, devil-rays, great white sharks,
hammerheads and giant mantas.
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SURVIVORS OF THE INVISIBLE (52')
Director: Guilain Depardieu
Producer: Docland Yard / Bilderfest / SCIENCE & VIE TV
One million different species of insects live on Earth. Diving into their world is kind of like adventuring to a faraway
and unknown galaxy. With one difference: these living creatures do not live light-years away from us but right under
our feet! With unique technologies shots developed by an Austrian entomologist, the film Survivors of the Invisible will
make you discover the world of insects as you have never seen it before.

SOUTHERN AFRICA (3x52') - 4K

Directors: Ronan Fournier-Christol
Producers & Broadcasters: Songes de Moai
Go on a tour to Southern Africa! Discover the diversity of its eight biotopes and its amazing wildlife. From Namib desert
to subtropical forest, from fynbos flowered meadows and Karoo stony fields to damp costs… Southern Africa reveals
astonishing places. How animals face up each climate and ecosystem? A complex balance underlies this amazing
wildlife.
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SECRET BRAZIL: WILD PANTANAL (3x45')
Director: Lawrence Wahba/ Lygia Barbosa
Producer: Bossa Nova Films/ National Geopgraphic US
Life in the Pantanal – the Planet’s largest wetland – is ruled by a merciless cycle of inundation and desiccation, forcing
the animals to adapt to constant changes in their habitat. Dive deep into the heart of the Pantanal with renowned wildlife
filmmakers Haroldo Palo Jr. and Lawrence Wahba to experience this cycle over one whole year living alongside the
Jabiru, the Jaguar and the Caiman. Discover the secrets of the wild through the Air, on Earth and in the Water in one
of the richest natural sanctuaries.
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WILDLIFE
EXPEDITION
MBUDHA, IN THE CHIMPANZEES FOOTSTEPS (52')
Directors: Caroline Thirion
Producers & Broadcasters: Gedeon Programmes/ Clair-obscur Productions / Ushuaïa TV

In the northeast corner of the Democratic Republic of the Congo, there remains a “red zone”, designated as
such since the second war of the Congo, (1998-2002), where no foreigners have entered since 1999. The
biologist Anne Laudisoit and a Congolese scientists team embark upon a scientific exploration to identify
species that dwell in one of the last virgin territories of Central Africa. In the lush yet inaccessible valleys of
the Blue Mountains, an amazing startling bio-diversity thrives. It is said that there are even chimpanzees.

MADRE DE DIOS: THE LOST ISLAND (52 & 90')
Directors: Gilles Santantonio
Producers & Broadcasters: MC4/ Les Films du Mille Pattes / France 5

In January 2017, a team of explorers set off to undertake one of the last geographic expeditions to be
achieved on the marine isle of Madre de Dios, a true terra incognita located in the heart of Patagonia and the
Chilean Antarctic. To carry out this risky exploration in one of the most remote parts of the planet, speleogists,
divers, geologists, botanists and biologists had to face extreme conditions in this unexplored land to conduct
a research programme aimed at becoming a UNESCO World heritage site.

THE HUNT FOR THE GIANT BUTTERFLIES (52')
Director: Yann Piquer
Producer: Gulliver productions/ France Télévisions
A team of entomologists from the Pyrenees travel to a remote island in Indonesia to hunt for the mythical Golden
Birdwing butterfly «the Croesus". This butterfly, first discovered by the English naturalist Alfred Wallace in 1859, had
never been seen again since.
An exceptional human and scientific adventure in the heart of the Indonesian jungle.

MADAGASCAR, THE LOST MAKAY (52' & 90')
Director: Pierre Stine
Producer: Gedeon Programmes
In 2009, a group of young French scientists led by Evrard Wendenbaum, found themselves crossing a "time frontier"
when moving deep forward into the canyons formed by the Makay mountain range, in the southwest of Madagascar.
This natural barrier has been protecting many and unique ecosystems for millions of years. It is an incredibly lush vegetation that revealed itself to the astonished eyes of the explorers. In 2010, Evrard is back together with an international
team of geologists, etiologists, biologists, naturalists, and anthropologists... from the US, France, Germany, Canada.
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With 18 years expertise Terranoa has established itself as one of the
leading French distribution companies. Our company has become a benchmark
for innovative high-end factual programmes, working with over 80 independent
producers worldwide providing them with our long established know-how and network
in the industry. Our catalogue is rich and diverse, with over 2,000 hours Factual
content aimed at the top end of the market. Our preferred genres include history,
science, wildlife, travel and adventure, and general factual entertainment series.

155 rue de Charonne
75011 Paris
France
Tel : 33(0)1 55 25 59 42
Fax : 33(0)1 55 25 59 03

Check our online screening room on
www.terranoa.com

